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run of show
nosense
CHOREOGRAPHED BY ROYA CARRERAS

the enigma of time and how silent and loud the passing of it
is
its coldness and its embrace
our warm flesh moving through these unknown spaces
dissonance

trainee solo: wesley urbanczyk

epigenetics
CHOREOGRAPHED BY ISVEL BELLO

Movements, emotions, and thoughts are epigenetic factors that
influence DNA's behavior, and dancers constantly process these
physical and mental experiences individually and collectively. This
work takes these ideas into an artistic and experimental process,
exploring the intersection between dancers, humans, dance, biology,
and science. This work was inspired by transgender biologist Karissa
Sanbonmatsu’s visionary TedTalk, in which she explains how life
experiences can alter a person’s DNA.

trainee solo: anelise tatum

n the light
CHOREOGRAPHED BY MALEEK WASHINGTON

“Working with the trainees, I saw them dive into places that I know
were uncomfortable, but at the same time they went in with full
hearts and open minds…with the openness I was able to find avenues
of what the story could be inside of the piece and…it made it a lot
easier for us to just craft things…and that's how you all connect to one
another…everyone is invested in how you're finding that and then
someone [says] when I do this, this feels like this resembles fire and air
coming together to make smoke. So all of the avenues for myself and
the dancers started to become really open but at the same time really
narrow in sight, like we're all on the same mission.”
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